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Discourse XVIII
    Followers of the Way, your own present activities do not differ from those of the

patriarch-buddhas.    You just don’t believe this and keep on seeking outside.    Make no mistake!
Outside there is no dharma; inside, there is none to be obtained.    Better than grasp at the words
from my mouth, take it easy and do nothing.    Don’t continue thoughts that have already arisen
and don't let those that have not yet arisen be aroused.    Just this will be worth far more to you
than a ten years’ pilgrimage.

Starting from today again we are about to participate in a week long dai-sesshin.    I’m
getting old, and I can’t say for certain whether I can make it this whole week without any bad
thing happening, but anyway I will participate with all of you for this week.    Actually it doesn’t
really matter what happens as far that goes, but the question we should ask is, “Who is it that is
saying this anyway?”

For people who had participated in the sesshin at Mount Baldy just previous to this, we
touched on this part in the text just a little bit.    Although this teisho on the Rinzai Roku is very
difficult I’m not sure how long it’s going to take to get to the end of the Rinzai Roku, and want-
ing to get to the end quickly I decided to continue doing teisho on the part I had done at Mount
Baldy.

Just previous to this in the text Rinzai was talking about as it says in your English edition,
“There is no Buddha, no dharma.”    Although you might say, “no Buddha, no Dharma,” quickly
you must be able to grasp, who is it that is saying that?    You have to immediately be able to
grasp that when Rinzai says, no Buddha, no Dharma he’s referring to the condition where there is
no doubt, no need to know anything.    Without understanding this principle, and just blabbering
on and on about this and that, you can’t call it Zen anymore.

But you can’t say that there really is no principle of “No Buddha,. no Dharma.”    As I just
said this state of ‘no Buddha, no Dharma’ is the state where there’s no need to speak, and there’s
no need to want to be taught.    And I know it’s difficult for people who are here for the first time,
but we call this condition the condition of the origin, the condition from which all things come.
This condition of the origin, or the root source, is the condition where there is no need to do the
function of consciousness, and also there is no need to have the function of consciousness done
to you either.    

Because there are many people here who haven’t heard teisho on the Rinzai Roku before
I feel like I should go into some detail.    This state of the origin is the state where there are no ex-
istent beings who have will.    There are no existent beings who have consciousness.    This is the
state prior to the emergence of existent things.    People who have been enlightened have told us
that from this condition of the origin of course human beings emerge, and together with human
beings also animals, fish, mosquitoes, plants, everything comes.    What were these enlightened
people telling us?      It  sounds so difficult,  so troublesome.      Why did they say such difficult
things?    

The activity which has no consciousness.    The activity which has no will is the manifes-
tation of the root source, this origin.    I know it’s difficult, but in Tathagata Zen, in Nyorai Zen,
the first thing that we ask you to practice in your training is to manifest this condition of the ori-
gin. 

Of course within this condition of the origin is equality, is the activity, the manifestation
of equality, but also this condition of the origin manifests distinctions, discriminations.    In our
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human world always we are set upon by this problem of both having equality and distinctions
and discriminations.    We cannot shake ourselves from this problem.    It is this condition of the
origin which manifests both the activities of equality and the activity of distinctions.    If you re-
ally want to solve this problem of discrimination and equality, then first manifest the condition of
the origin.    That’s what we’re telling you. 

But I’m very surprised at how Rinzai describes this condition of the origin here.    We re-
ally have to grasp what he says.    He’s saying, it’s nothing strange or weird at all, it’s just what
you are looking at right now, right in front of your eyes.    But although Rinzai says anyone can
see the world that’s appearing right in front of them, we can’t forget that when the world appears
in front of you there is also a world appearing behind you.    

Human beings appear and manifest this activity of consciousness, but they don’t manifest
the complete activity of consciousness.    It seems like they are manifesting a stupid activity of
consciousness.        People have developed the kind of consciousness that is able to recognize the
world which is appearing in front of them, but they completely forget about this world which is
behind them.    And this is the reason for the appearance of many different kinds of problems.    I
expect that if you could do an activity of consciousness which at the very same time is aware of
the world in front and behind you, there would be no problem that was difficult for you.

Rinzai is saying, all of you who are practicing Zen together with me I’m sure that you are
grasping this world which is appearing in front of you without any mistake.    And he says that
this activity which is appearing right in front of your eyes, is in not any way different from the
Buddha and the patriarchs. And of course the world that is appearing behind us, the activity of
consciousness which is conscious of this world which is appearing behind us is also not in any
way different from the Buddhas and the patriarchs.      But what we can call the way of existing
for human beings is a way which can’t easily grasp these worlds in front and behind us.    This in-
complete activity of consciousness this activity of consciousness which only is conscious of the
world in front of one, is a kind of consciousness that no matter how long you study it you can
never get to the complete understanding. 

That’s why you become one who thinks, “What if I look outside.    There must be some-
thing good for me if I only search for it outside of myself.”    There are no worlds outside.    If
you go looking outside for another world you’ll find that it is only this world behind you, this
background world.    

Rinzai calls out in warning, “Don’t make anymore mistakes.”    It’s a very strong way of
expressing.    This expression in Japanese “ayamaru koto nakare 誤ることなかれ” is a very
strong way of putting things, but actually the meaning of it is that there are no mistakes to be
made.    This thing called ‘mistake’ there isn’t even one thing that can be called that.    And that’s
why he says, “Don’t make mistakes!”    

What kind of world is this world that doesn’t have any mistakes?    The world of the ori-
gin is this world that doesn’t have mistakes.      In this  condition of the origin existent beings
which do the activity of consciousness have not yet appeared.    But this human world, not just
humans but the world of all existent beings is the world in which consciousness is acting.    The
world where consciousness activity is not necessary, and the world where consciousness activity
is acting are totally clearly different worlds.    Buddhism and Nyorai Zen especially says, how-
ever, this great cosmos is only one.    There are not two cosmos’.    

When you look at Zen in Japan these days, or actually ever since the end of world war
two, it seems like Zen teachers in Japan simply teach that the state of the origin is the state where
the wind does not blow.    It’s a difficult thing but, it’s actually pretty easy to see that these people
don’t know what they are talking about.    It’s a Zen that will easily be laughed at by everyone.
You have to be careful about this.

To say there is not even one mistake means that originally there are no mistakes.    In
Buddhism as well there is this concept of guilt or sin.    But the position of Buddhism is that orig-
inally there is no sin.    When the world of consciousness    appears, then attached to this world of
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consciousness is the world of sin.    
What is this sin that appears?     It’s just as I said before, because this activity of con-

sciousness forgetting about its background, the world behind it, only recognizes the world in
front of it, and blabbers on and on and on about this and that.    That’s the mistake.    The condi-
tion of the origin is the condition before the appearance of both the world in front, and the world
behind.    This is what we have to clearly grasp.    

And Rinzai goes on tediously repeating himself.    He says, there is no dharma outside.
That means that in the original condition there is no front and no back.    There is neither front
nor back.    In other words there is no outside and no inside.    He’s telling you that if you come to
the conclusion that there is no truth on the outside, you might try to seek it on the inside, but this
is also a mistake.    Just like he’s teaching a bunch of children, this way of teaching that Rinzai is
doing here.    

But, when consciousness appears then the front appears, and the back also appears.    We
can’t escape this consciousness which has inside, outside, front, and back.    We who have this ac-
tivity of consciousness must think that there is some function, there is some activity which is
making the outside and inside, making the front and back.    This is the position of Buddhism.

Of course the one that is saying things like that is the incomplete self.    The complete self
doesn’t speak in that way.    

And enlightened ones have taught us that there are two opposing activities, an activity
which forms outside and an activity which forms inside.    And so we, who have the activity of
consciousness, must in some way or another learn to acknowledge and recognize these two op-
posing activities.      And as I always say in Buddhism we name these two opposing activities
Nyoko and Nyorai 如去　如来, in Japanese, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, meaning thus going and
thus coming.    

When he’s telling you if you face the outside and search, that’s not good, or if you face
the inside and search for truth there, that’s also not good, it’s the same as saying it is an impossi-
ble thing to do.    He’s facing these practitioners who are practicing along with him, and he’s
speaking in a very kind way.

He’s saying don’t get stuck on, don’t fixate my words, either.    He’s kindly telling you
that if you are able to manifest this condition of the origin that means you have utterly destroyed
this incomplete self, and that is the condition of true peace of mind where there is no need to
grab these words that I’m speaking.    He’s saying that this condition is the condition of complete
freedom, it’s the condition where there is no need to do anything.    That is there is nothing to do.
The condition of the origin can be described as peaceful, total freedom, or this ‘buji’ 無事 noth-
ing to do.    

But who is it that is speaking about this condition?    It’s the one who immediately fixates
this condition, and yearns for it.    If this condition of the origin could be fixated, then the human
world would never appear.    But peace is a very wonderful thing.    But if you tarry, if you fixate,
if you stop in this condition of peace, then that is also a mistake.

So, we have to wonder, is this human world a good thing or not?    It goes without saying,
if you look at this human world all you see is war.    You can’t call it a good world.    You have to
say it’s not a good world. 

But without tarrying in the human world you can manifest this world of ‘nothing to do,’
this world of the origin of everything.    When we investigate the origin of disputes, fighting and
wars we see that the origin is always an attachment.    It can be an attachment to this world of the
origin, calling it a holy world, or a benevolent world, or it can be attachment to the human world,
calling it the world of evil, and saying, ‘one must not do evil.’    If we name the condition of the
origin the holy condition, then immediately we have created a human world which is evil, un-
holy.    Even the world of plants becomes evil.    What Rinzai is saying is that, “Don’t attach to ei-
ther of these worlds.”    You have to do the activity which manifests both of these worlds.    

And the next thing that Rinzai says is “don’t continue thoughts that have already arisen,
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and don’t let thoughts that have not yet arisen be aroused.”    When I read these words of Rinzai
there is nothing for me to do but laugh.    Everyone, enlightened people, non-enlightened people,
scholars of Zen, when they read this line in the text of ‘don’t continue thoughts that have arisen
and don’t let thoughts that haven’t yet arisen be aroused,” they all praise it as very deep and won-
derful.      But when I read this I have to laugh.    I can’t say whether it’s a laugh of praise or a
laugh of censor.

In Rinzai Zen we understand this phrase of not letting thoughts that have arisen continue
and not arousing thoughts that have not yet been arisen, we say that this is the same for enlight-
ened people and non-enlightened people.    But it seems like most people hear this as to mean
only the very accomplished practitioners could possible do this thing of not continuing thoughts
that have arisen and not letting thoughts that have not yet arisen be aroused.

When you look at books which are commentaries on this part of the text everyone praises
this part that Rinzai says as very very deep.    But there is no reason to praise or to censor this
part.    Everything, whether it’s a caterpillar, a bird, an animal, or of course a human being, all of
these things are doing exactly the thing that he’s describing here.

And this condition is the condition of “muni” the “muni” in the word Shakyamuni, which
describes the founder of Buddhism, which means silent holiness.    You can say that when you
take the posture of zazen, the kekkafuza lotus posture, you are manifesting this silent holiness.
This activity of muni, silent holiness, is the activity where it is not necessary to think about any-
thing, and it’s not necessary for anything else to think about your self.    It is neither the activity
of holiness, nor the activity of ordinariness.    And when Buddhism went to China and was trans-
lated into Chinese they called this    condition silence, the condition of silence.    We are told that
the historical Buddha when asked “What is the truth?” he simply kept his silence.    And when
asked, “What is enlightenment?” in the same way he simply kept his silence.

In Buddhism we call this condition of silent holiness, this condition of muni, hannya, or
true wisdom.    It’s the condition where there is no activity of “I must understand.    I must do the
activity of consciousness.”    It’s the activity which transcends consciousness or non-conscious-
ness.    What Rinzai is saying here is that if you can manifest this kekkafuza posture, if you can
manifest this complete wisdom, then you don’t have to do any kind of hard practice for ten or
twenty years.    

But as I said this activity which makes the universe, this activity of the Dharma doesn’t
stop in that position.    In Zen we call this samadhi.    This word samadhi refers to this condition
of silent holiness, this condition of silence, this condition of not continuing that have already
arisen, and not letting thoughts that have not yet arisen be aroused.    Everyone is manifesting this
condition of samadhi.      But,  because the wisdom that clearly knows what this experience of
samadhi is just doesn’t seem to bubble up for, that’s why you say you don’t understand.    

When samadhi is broken forth from, then once again the existent thing which does the ac-
tivity of consciousness appears. (Zen practice is to manifest the wisdom which knows this princi-
ple.) 

okay, let’s stop now for today... 
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